
President’s Message

I’m writing this on a day that feels like the beginning of fall – cooler temperatures, clear blue 
skies and just a hint of change in the foliage.   In my life I can’t think of a time when fall didn’t 
mean cracking open textbooks, learning exciting, new things and seeing our friends after a 
summer break.  Now the world is rethinking how to return to the classroom.

Our guild has been learning new things over these past few months, too.  The meetings are 
completely virtual and we have found ways to bring interesting speakers, videos and on-line 
workshops to our members.  This required creative thinking by the board, to whom I am very 
grateful for supporting me on this journey into the unknown.

I just want to take the time to thank those individuals who have contributed so much this year!  
First, thanks to Leigh Layton and Diane Burgan for the behind-the-scenes development of our 
website and continued support.  They were the first to test Zoom and research the various 
ways in which to share pictures and videos.  I know the guild would not have been able to 
move forward without their technical expertise and their enhancements to the website.

Leigh has also taken on conducting the virtual QGIS meetings, and is arranging speakers and 
showing us fun YouTube quilting related videos.  Thanks to Diane Billiard and others for 
helping Leigh with program suggestions, too.

Thanks to my vice president, Lynn Thomas, for being my cheerleader.  After the first Zoom 
meeting with Kathy McNeil, Lynn sent an email to me with encouraging words.  Lynn also 
organized the Trunk Sale in the First Mennonite Church parking lot in August and it was a big 
hit as well as a great opportunity to social distance while seeing friends.

Thanks to Maureen Weflen, our newsletter creator extraordinaire, who cranks out those 
newsletters to keep us informed every month about what’s happening in the guild and the quilt 
world.  She also takes lots of pictures if she is out and about to provide us with some eye 
candy.  Maureen and Chris Berger (nee Robertson) organized a spring retreat now set for 
March 2021 at Shipshewana.

A big shout out to Anita Harden and Judy Barmann, leaders of QGIN meetings.  They have 
embraced the Zoom meetings and created a line-up  of wonderful programs for the remainder 
of the year.  They even figured out a way to do door prizes to meeting attendees!  Anita and 
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Judy came up with the idea of the entrepreneur panel and an in-depth follow-up  session to 
help those interested in starting a quilting business.

Amy O’Connell, our fearless programs leader, gets a big thanks for rolling with the punches 
this year due to the numerous cancellations and rescheduling of speakers.  She has been able 
to replace some speakers and reschedule a few lectures and workshops into next year.  Other 
members of the guild are keeping their eyes and ears on potential speakers with virtual 
programs and providing Amy with suggestions for the future.  Thanks also to Dawn Barach 
who served with Amy until recently.

Although it’s more than a year away, I have to thank Nancy Trullinger and Marcia Hackett for 
going ahead with the quilt show planning.  They had their doubts at first, wondering if 2021 
was going to bring enough relief and safety from the virus to plan a show.  It’s a bold step filled 
with optimism, but I’m glad they are moving forward.

Margaret Duke and Dallas Reed have kept the charity projects alive, each in their own way.  
Dallas still meets with his group  in Irvington every Tuesday morning.  Margaret continues to 
collect fabrics and quilts, hand out kits and stay in touch with her group.  She was present at 
the trunk sale with her car full of goodies and had a successful morning of collecting and 
distributing.

And finally, thanks to the rest of the 2020 board members – Maggie Carr, treasurer; Betsy 
LaBell, secretary; Chris Hurley, Quilts of Valor; Melissa Snyder, beekeeper; Jean Dyer, 2021 
fall retreat; Diane Stuckey, Block of the Month; Jacqui Griswold and Connie Lancaster, 
hospitality; Shari Harrison, member at large; Sheryl Otter and Cindy Newell, former QGIS 
leaders; Sandy Haneline, preemie quilts; Nancy Jo Clapp, charity  hats.  You have all 
contributed a great deal this year and I appreciate your support, humor, flexibility and creativity.  
Without your help during this pandemic we could not have continued.

And as for you, dear reader and guild member, remember to thank your friends and family.  If 
the pandemic has taught us nothing else, we have learned the value of friendship and 
community.  I hope to see you at one of the Zoom meetings soon!

Mary Ellen Straughn
2020 QGI President

Special Note:  Peggy Greene and other past guild presidents are compiling an updated guild 
history book.  Peggy is looking for pictures from the 2003 QGI Quilt Show’s opportunity quilt 
titled “Anniversary Waltz.”  If you have a CD or printed pictures from that show that she can 
copy, please contact her at:  (317) 888-8513 or jpgreene62@gmail.com.  Thanks!
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All meetings will be virtual Zoom meetings through 2020. 

QGI August Meeting
The virtual Zoom meeting opened at 7:04 PM by Mary Ellen Straughn.  There were 61 
participants.

Announcements:  

Stack and Whack workshops:  trying to find a venue (which is difficult).  Amy is trying to get 
responses to see if people who have signed up are still interested in attending.

Linda Luggen will present a program on quilt judging at the October 8 QGI Zoom meeting.

Carl Hentsch from 3 Dog Design Company will present a lecture at the November 12 QGI 
meeting.

Recorded Zoom meetings are now available on QGI website (Members only page).

The 2020 fall retreat is rescheduled for November 2021.

The spring retreat in Shipshewana is March 19-21, 2021.  Detail are on our website.

Gloria Stahlhut will present a zoom lecture and trunk show on 3-yard quilts at the Aug 27 QGIS 
zoom meeting at 1PM.

The QGIN zoom meeting is on September 4 at 1PM.  Cheryl Beckage will present a lecture on 
“History Makers:  Quilting Our Personal Histories.”

The SullivanMunce Center in Zionsville has a quilt exhibit until Sept 12 (Tuesday-Friday from 
10-4) by the Charm club.  Wear your mask.  

Charity quilts:  Margaret collected donations at last Saturday’s trunk sale (pictures below).  
Contact Margaret Duke if you need something to work on for charity quilts.  

Dallas Reed’s charity group meets each Tuesday at Irvington United Methodist Church.

Sherry McConnell shared information about the Quilter’s Hall of Fame in Marian, IN:  Call to 
make a reservation to visit.  Masks are required.  The current exhibit through September 26 is:  
Jack Edson:  Portraits and Patterns quilts.  There are/will be video interviews for each quilt.  

The American Quilters Society will have an exhibit on “200 Years of Solid Color” at the Hall of 
Fame from Oct 6 through December 12.  There will be an online auction in November—they 
are looking for donations. 

Elections:  The guild is looking for volunteers for secretary and vice president.  If needed, the 
nominating committee will reach out and ask members to volunteer and will have people 
identified by the September QGI meeting.  Elections will be in October.

 



QGI Program:

Tammy Keefer presented a wonderful program about using and organizing scraps and making 
modern scrap quilts.  Some ideas included unifying scraps by color palette, contrast, or design 
blocks and inspiration from Bonnie Hunter, Red Pepper Quilts, and Facebook group  Scrap 
Quilt Enthusiast.  Below are examples of some scrap quilts layouts shared by Tammy.



First Annual QGI Trunk Sale - August 8, 2020

On Saturday morning, August 8, guild members gathered in the parking lot of the First 
Mennonite Church on Knollton Road in Indianapolis to sell or buy (or both) fabrics, notions, 
and all other quilty things.  It was a great time to shop, but even more fun getting to visit with 
fellow quilters who we hadn’t seen in person since March!  Here are a few pictures of the fun.





QGI Program for September 2020

 

Our speaker for September will be internationally recognized and award-winning artist Hollis 
Chatelain, who specializes in textile painting. Through her work that addresses challenging 
social and environmental themes, Hollis reflects 12 years of experience living in West Africa 
and working with humanitarian organizations.  Using a distinctive style characterized by a 
dream-like use of color and imagery, her dye-painted scenes of multi-cultural life convey the 
untold stories of women, children, families, and the earth, and have been described as "easy to 
gaze at, but hard to forget." With an educational background in design and photography, and 
over 35 years experience as a professional artist, Hollis' work can be found in public and 
private collections throughout the world. In addition to creating her art, Hollis  holds lectures 
and workshops in the United States and abroad, instructing students in subjects including 
color, drawing, design, dye-painting, and quilting technique. 

ARTIST'S STATEMENT
My art most often comes to me in my dreams; usually influenced by current events and the 
many years I spent living in West Africa. This is why I tend to create surreal dreamlike 
compositions with a photographic quality.  I create "textile paintings" because fabric not only 
gives me a way to do all the things I love - photography, drawing, painting - but it is also very 
tactile. The softness of the medium draws viewers in and encourages them to engage on a 
deeper level.  Just as my many colors of thread hold the layers of fabric and batting together, I 
feel that my creations can also pull people together. We are wrapped in cloth from birth 
through death. Thus fabric creates a connection that suits the issues I address in a personal 
way.  I believe that each one of us plays an essential role in making this world what it is. I hope 
my work will touch and inspire viewers.

 



Hollis' topic for our Zoom meeting will be “The Emotion of Color in Art”.  Here is her description:  

 Since 2000 my work has progressed into monochromatic. Working in just one color has been 
an interesting and exciting adventure. Art can carry a strong emotion and specific colors 
reinforce these emotions. I will be speaking about the evolution of color, the significance of 
colors in our society, and how we can use different colors to emphasize what we want to say in 
our art.

Carl Hentsch, our November speaker, lives in Iowa and recently suffered major damage from 
the derecho (straight line windstorm) on August 10th.  I encourage you to check out his 
website, 3dogdesignco.com, as a preview for his lecture and maybe purchase a pattern or 
some fabric from his online shop. 

QGI Calendar of 2020 Events

 2020 Calendar

Month Speaker Date Lecture/Workshop

Sept 2020 Hollis Chatelain  -  Zoom lecture Sept 10 The Emotion of Color in Art

Oct 2020 Linda Luggen  -  Zoom lecture Oct 8 Judge for Yourself

Nov 2020 Carl Hentsch  -  Zoom lecture Nov 12 My Life in Quilts

Dec 2020 Guild Christmas Party Dec 10

*Workshop fees may be refunded up to two weeks prior to 
the class.  You can register online or send a completed form 
and check made out to "QGI" to:  
Amy O’Connell, 7430 Central Ave., Indianapolis, IN  46240

E-mail questions to: qgiprograms@gmail.com

http://3dogdesignco.com
http://3dogdesignco.com
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QGIN NOTES – AUGUST 2020
QGIN met via Zoom on August 7, 2020. Judy Barmann welcomed everyone and wished those 
with August birthdays a happy birthday. There were 62 participants, including one visitor. She 
then introduced the speakers for our program, “Quilts, Kimonos, Textures and the Beauty of 
Japan”, Mary Ellen Straughn and Maureen Weflen. 

Mary Ellen and Maureen traveled to Japan in January with a group of quilters led by Chris 
Kirsch to attend the Tokyo International Great Quilt Festival. Mary Ellen spoke and showed 
slides of the many places they had seen, including the Tokyo Imperial Gardens, the National 
Museum, the Ginza shopping district, the covered market in Kyoto, food markets, Lake 
Kawaguchi, Mt. Fuji, the Golden Pavilion Temple and Fushimi Inari Shrine, among others. They 
also took a day trip to Arimatsu, and at Takeda House learned about and did classes on 
Shibori, wax resist, and stencil dyeing. 

Maureen’s presentation focused more specifically on the Quilt Festival, which was held at the 
Tokyo Dome. Although this juried show is open to quilts from around the world, all but nine of 
the 285 quilts were made by Japanese quilters. One special exhibit had the theme, “The Music 
of Quilts,” and the eight quilters invited to participate created quilts based on The Nutcracker, 
The Bremen Town Muscians, and Mary  Poppins, and others. Maureen’s slides included many 
beautiful and unusual quilts, as well as other fabric pieces displayed with the quilts – for 
example, The Nutcracker quilt was surrounded by  nutcrackers, mice, and toys made of fabric. 
She also spoke about the awards, and one quilter in their group  had a quilt entered that won a 
prize.  A few more pictures of the show are on the next page.

It sounded like the trip of a lifetime, and a big thanks go to Mary Ellen and Maureen for sharing 
their experiences. The presentation was recorded and will be put on the QGI website.

Mary Ellen announced that the trunk sale would be held on Saturday, August 8 from 9-11 am, 
with 11-12 people vending.

Leigh Layton announced that QGIS will meet via Zoom on August 27, with Gloria Stalhut 
presenting a trunk show and lecture on 3-yard quilts. She also mentioned that the IN Fiber 
group has 6 artists with pieces on display at the Eiteljorg Musuem.

Amy O’Connell said September’s program is still up  in the air but October’s will be on quilt 
judging.

Marcia Hackett said there are still positions available to serve on the 2021 Quilt Show 
Committee.

Sherry McConnell said there is an exhibit at the Hall of Fame of art portrait quilts by Jack 
Edson, as well as some recorded interviews with him. The exhibit will run through September.

Mary Ellen mentioned that the SullivanMunce Center in Zionsville has an exhibit of Lines and 
Layers quilts.

Judy reminded everyone who participated in the 5” square exchange that there will be a virtual 
show of quilts from these squares in December. 



Anita Harden said we will resume Show & Tell at the September 4 meeting. To participate, 
email pictures of your projects to Judy at judybarmann@gmail.com by September 2.

Judy mentioned that GlobalQuiltConnection.com has presentations by 30 quilt teachers.

Anita reminded participants to enter online to win door prizes using the word Kimono.

Margaret Duke mentioned that Charity Quilts would be at the trunk show to both receive 
projects and give out blocks, fabrics, and quilts needing to be tied for charity.

QGIN will meet again via Zoom on September 4; the program will be “History Makers! Quilting 
our Personal Histories” by Cheryl Beckage. QGI will meeting August 13 via Zoom.

Leigh closed the meeting with a YouTube video of a choir singing “Longest Time – Quarantine 
Edition.”  Highly entertaining!

A Few More Pictures of Japan - Enjoy

          Fake Food

Sushi Queen
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QGIS Meeting 8-27-20

The meeting was attended by 34 folks!  Our program was done by Glo Stahlhut.  Her topic was 
“3 Yard Quilts”.  Glo presented the 3 Yard Quilt books with quilts she made from the books. 
She then talked about what she liked about the books as well as what she didn’t like.  It was 
very  informative.  Great ideas for quick quilts. A few examples from the books are below.  The 
books and kits can be purchased from her website:  Www.quiltedglo.com

For show and tell, Maureen Weflen showed some of the 27 pillowcases she made for charity.  
Diane Billiard showed 2 Daisy Chain quilts she made for charity.

We watched 3 YouTube videos:
https://youtu.be/mQKh7BgG6Jc      How to sew straight.

https://youtu.be/ABSNiljfemk     10 things you need to know before you buy precuts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRzlqfUAKfA          Angela Walters’ Stash Guilt.

The September 24 QGIS zoom meeting will start at 1:00pm with a gifted presentation by 
Rhonda Dote on “Quilting with Vintage Linens”.  Please send any show and tell pictures to 
Leigh Layton – leighl293@gmail.com.
 
If anyone needs help with zoom, please send an email to qgiwebsite@gmail.com

http://Www.quiltedglo.com
http://Www.quiltedglo.com
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Charity Report

The best news we have to report is the success of the Trunk Sale.   On August 8 we were able 
to accomplish a number of things via the Trunk Sale.   With the help  of Mary Strinka and 
Maggie Carr we had fabric plus miscellaneous items available to customers for a donation.  

We also received numerous items for Charity which included tops, tops with backs, completed 
quilts, yardage for backing, preemie quilts, pet beds, and completed pillowcases. Additionally, 
we distributed quilts to be tied, quilts for long arming, quilt kits, pillowcase kits, batting, 
unfinished pet beds and probably more I’m not remembering.

Several of the other vendors at the end of the sale generously donated very nice fabric suitable 
for backings.   Kathryn Woolridge brought us a large roll of polyester batting that a friend had 
given her.   Mary  Strinka brought boxes of fabric and yarn from Susie Walden that was well 
received by or “customers.” Maggie Carr took the pet beds received immediately after the sale 
to the Humane Society.  Lynn Thomas took much of our leftovers to pass on the Comfort Quilts 
group.

Let me encourage you to keep on working on things that you can complete at home. In case, 
you run out of ideas, contact me, (Margaret Duke 817 658 5734), I’ll be glad to work with you 
to find a new project.

Calling all Quilt Bee Leaders!

Are you the organizer of your quilt bee?  The one who sends the time and location reminder 
emails?  Yes, I’m talking to you.  

I am collecting and refreshing our list of quilt bees.  When we emerge from COVID restrictions, 
I know members will need to reconnect in person with each other.  Maybe we’ll even get a 
surge of new members who might be looking for a community  of quilters near them.  So if 
you’re a quilt bee organizer, please email me at longarmlouise@yahoo.com with the following 
information by October 1, 2020.  

Bee Name
Short description of the bee 
Location and time of meeting
Open or Closed Bee?
Number of QGI members:
Number of non-QGI members:
Bee Leader’s Name, Email, Phone
How is your bee currently meeting?

Are you looking for a bee?  Are you willing to start a bee?  Please contact me at the same 
email.  

Thanks, Melissa Snyder
longarmlouise@yahoo.com
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Jack Edson: Portraits and Patterns, July 28 – September 26, 2020

The Quilters Hall of Fame is pleased to present the work of Jack Edson, a New England 
quilter. Many of Jack’s quilts are based on images and portraits from Art History but are carried 
through in the traditions of the art of quilting. Please plan to join us to view these amazing 
works of art.

In order to protect everyone, we will be taking appointments to view the quilts so there will not 
be multiple groups in the museum at once and we will be requiring masks. Between groups, 
we will sanitize all frequently touched surfaces. We are excited to be opening and welcoming 
quilters into the museum again!

Give us a call at 765-664-9333 or email us at admin@quiltershalloffame.net to set up an 
appointment.

In conjunction with his exhibit at The Quilters Hall of Fame, Jack Edson will present a fabric 
collage workshop on September 26, 2020. Jack's formula for his quilts: "take things you love, 
cut them into hundreds or thousands of pieces, and put them back in a more beautiful pattern." 
This workshop  is a collage workshop; fabric will be cut up and glued onto foam board. There 
will be no sewing involved.  Space will be limited in this workshop  so that we can follow social 
distancing recommendations. 

For more information: https://quiltershalloffame.net/jack-edson-workshop/
https://quiltershalloffame.net/
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Mary Ellen Straughn’s Creations

Kim Dunnington’s Butterflies
Lynn Thomas’s Masterpiece

A Bit of Show and Tell



Quilting Websites Shared by Diane Billiard

Barbara Brackman's MATERIAL CULTURE: "OLDEST KNOWN QUILT ...
https://barbarabrackman.blogspot.com/2010/06/oldest-known-quilt-reduced-by-millions.html
The quilt, advertised as the Oldest Known Quilt in Western World, went unbid upon last month 
in an online auction with a starting bid of $2,900,000.One could have bought it directly  for 
$3,200,000. It's back up there in another auction this week. At the beginning of the week you 
could "Buy It Now" for $500,000.

History of quilting - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_quilting
It is among the oldest wholecloth quilts made in America (circa 1660s). A more complete 
survey is needed to compare all of the wholecloth quilts held in the many  museum locations 
who have collected such textiles. Many early quilts did not survive the test of time or were 
discarded, or if they survived, the name of the quilter was lost to history.

Quilt Pattern names - Antique Quilt History
https://www.antiquequilthistory.com/quilt-pattern-names.html
The quilt names used in this article are names that are known, or are familiar to me, and 
probably not the only names for the patterns as most patterns have many names. Honeycomb 
or Hexagon. Chintz quilt, c1830, made in an arrangement of hexagons and diamonds.

Oldest known quilt patterns - Quiltingboard Forums
https://www.quiltingboard.com/main-f1/oldest-known-quilt-patterns-t92545.html
I think I read that crazy quilts are the oldest known type of bed quilt. Ladies would practice their 
embroidery skills and every  little scrap of fabric was put into them. I read the same thing 
somewhere. Reply 01-21-2011, 05:40 PM #5 mim. Super Member . Join Date: Nov 2010 ...

Long History of Quilting Explored - A Block Away
https://www.ablockaway.com/long-history-of-quilting-explored.htm
Evidence of many more quilt works were found in Europe throughout time and many, though 
described as obviously beautiful works, were usually made to be used. One of the earliest 
decorative quilts made in the 14th century is the Tristan Quilt. Made in Sicily, it is one of the 
oldest surviving quilts in the world.

National Quilt Collection | National Museum of American ...
https://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/object-groups/national-quilt-collection
1825 - 1835 Betsy  Totten's "Rising Sun" Quilt Description While the precise name of an 
individual's quilt pattern was seldom recorded in the nineteenth century, Mary Totten left no 
doubt about the name she gave this quilt or its importance to her when she prepared her will, 
circa 1860.

Looking for Quilt Block Names? Find All of Them Right Here ...
https://hobbyzeal.com/quilt-block-names
The first known quilt block pattern, that found a place in an American periodical in 1835, was 
the honeycomb or hexagon pattern. There was a strong association between the quilt blocks 
and the lives of the women who made the patterns.
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Quilt Discovery Experience - Homestead National Monument ...
https://www.nps.gov/home/planyourvisit/quilt-discovery-experience.htm
Crazy Quilt The Crazy Quilt is probably the oldest of quilt patterns. Early quilters used any 
scrap  or remnant available, regardless of its color, design, or fabric type. Worn out clothing, 
women's calico dresses, men's pants and shirts, household linens, and other oddly shaped 
fabric scraps were fitted and stitched together.

Quilt Block Names and Meanings (2020) | FaveQuilts.com
https://www.favequilts.com/Block-Patterns/Quilt-Block-Names-and-Meanings
Just getting to know quilt blocks is a task in and of itself. That's why we have created this 
block-specific quilting resource! Our list Quilt Block Names and Meanings: The Ultimate 
Guides includes names, photos, descriptions, and even a little history for the most popular quilt 
blocks out there.

24 Traditional Quilt Patterns and Quilt Blocks ...
https://www.favequilts.com/Patterns-for-Quilting/Traditional-Quilt-Patterns-Free-Traditional-
Quilt-Blocks
Traditional and vintage patterns often look just like other quilt patterns with a hint of back-in-
the-day. Whether you choose to add a pop  of color to a vintage quilt pattern or make your 
traditional quilt patterns as homey as possible with more subtle hues, these free quilt patterns 
are going to the top of your to-quilt list.
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All meetings will be held via 
Zoom until further notice.

General Meeting Schedule 
2nd Thursday each month

 7:00-9:00PM

QGIN -North Daytime Meeting 
 1st Friday each month*

 1:00-3:00 PM
 *(July meeting held last Friday in June) 

QGIS -South Daytime Meeting 
4th Thursday January-November 

1::00-3:00PM
 

Quilters Guild of Indianapolis 
PO Box 50345

 Indianapolis, IN 46250-0345 
www.quiltguildindy.net 

Membership: 
QGI.vp.membership@gmail.com 

Newsletter: qginewsletter@gmail.com

President MaryEllen Straughn 

Charity Quilts Margaret Duke 
Preemie Quilts Sandy Haneline 
Quilts of Valor Chris Hurley 
Charity Hats Open!
Vice President Lynn Thomas

Bee Keeper Melissa Snyder 
Spring Retreat Chris Berger 

Maureen Weflen
Fall Retreat Jean Dyer
Secretary Betsy LaBell
Block of Month Diana Stuckey
Hospitality Connie Lancaster 

Jacqui Griswald
Logo/Pins Chris Berger 
Treasurer Maggie Carr
Member At Lg. Shari Harrison
Quilt Assn. Anita Harden 
Publicity Open! 
Advertising Open! 
Newsletter Maureen Weflen 
Social Media Open! 
Website Leigh Layton      

Diane Burgan
Programs Amy O’Connell
2021Quilt Show Nancy Trullinger 

Marcia Hackett
QGIN Chairs Anita Harden 

Judy Barmann 
QGIS Leigh Layton

Board Meetings:  
9/9/20, 11/11/20

 Zoom meeting time to be 
announced.

All paid members are welcome to 
link in to the meetings: 
qgiwebsite@gmail.com
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